
Celesty, Intro (Legacy Of Hate)
Amardon and Shemin rule the land of the Cryon from Sendell. After the death of Delinom the four elementary stones and the magical sword appeared to the Dale, and Amardon and Shemin went there to collect them. They have tried to destroy the stones and the sword but it has turned impossible so they had to hide them to a secret place so no one couldn't find them. Great Spirits haven't answered after the Delinom's defeat even if Shemin has tried to contact them from the altar many times.

Years passed and Amardon and Shemin had a son, and named him Edel, now Edel is 8 years old. They are worried about him because there is strange rumors in the town about their son being evil. One day Shemin got enough about the rumors and travelled to Andoria with Edel, where lived the best prophets of the Cryon. One of the prophets told that Edel had somekind of a plague which has infected the Amardon's whole generic, but will make changes to only few of the men in the family, and Edel was one of them. The prophet couldn't help Edel but was sure that someday he will do something evil if Shemin couldn't find the way to cure him. Shemin realized that Delinom did have the same plague that was now infected his own son too. Shemin told this to Amardon and they both travelled to Andoria. They went to the altar and prayed help from the Spirits.

Amardon and Shemin were surprised because this time the Spirits really answered, only the connection was somekind of different. Amardon and Shemin told everything to the Spirits, how Amardon managed to win Delinom in a battle, and how they have tried to destroy the stones and the sword without success and of course about their twisted son Edel, who would need some help from the Spirits for the plague what he is carrying.

The Great Spirits told to them that the only way to destroy the stones and the sword, would be when they are used. The person who has the force must be brought to the altar. Then with help from the Spirits, altar will dispel the stones in to it's columns and after that someone must hit the sword to the altar. Then when the power is in the altar The Spirits promise to take the evil plague away from Amardon's generic. The person who will get the power must be a good and loyal to Amardon and Shemin, so he wouldn't try to use the force wrong.
Amardon know a perfect person who could help them and use the force from the stones. Amardon closest friend Hagal from those times when Amardon was the leader of the village Elger.

Amardon and Shemin travel to Elger to meet Hagal and after long consideration Hagal promises to take the quest and help them. Together Amardon, Shemin and Hagal travel to get the stones and the sword from the hide place and travel to the Dale where the stones and the sword must be united to the person. When they get to the Dale Shemin sets all the stones to their places and Amardon gives the magical sword to Hagal. Hagal goes to the centre of the stones and hit the sword in to the ground.

The earth is shaking and wind is blowing.
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